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Coronavirus
Sanitizing Guide
Litepanels Products

Guidance for the cleaning of Litepanels products
Cleaning grip every time after shooting can make a difference in preventing the spread of infection, especially
when your gear is being touched by several people on set. Here is a simple guide on how to sanitize your
Litepanels products during the coronavirus pandemic.
Please always refer to the user manual of your product for general cleaning advice and test cleaning fluids on
inconspicuous areas first!

We recommend to use isopropyl alcohol in 70% or greater concentrations, lint-free wipes, gloves and
eye protection.
Step 1 - Wash your hands as suggested by the World Health Organization.
Step 2 - Ensure the light is disconnected from any power source, including batteries.
Step 3 - Place the light on a clean, dry, flat surface, on top of a soft cloth to prevent scratches.
Step 4 - Apply your sanitizing liquid to a clean cloth so that it is damp, but not saturated. Do not

spray or apply any liquid directly onto the unit.

Step 5 - Wipe down the entire light, while taking extra care to avoid getting any moisture on the

fan openings or AC input connector. You might want to use a Q tip or something similar to get
into small areas. Pay extra attention to parts that are often touched by hands.

Step 6 - Repeat Steps 3-5 for any travel cases or storage containers that are also used.
Step 7 - Let the surface completely dry while washing your hands as in step 1.
Now you can get ready for your next shoot. We hope this guide helps you. Stay safe!

Additional resources:
DIY Photography - How to thoroughly disinfect your camera and workspace
lensrentals.com - How to Disinfect Camera Equipment and Spaces

Vitec’s Production Solutions Division designs, manufactures and distributes technically advanced
products which give broadcasters, film studios, production companies and independent content creators total confidence in the production equipment they depend upon to capture world class footage.
Products include video heads, tripods, lights, batteries and speciality camera systems.

How to thoroughly disinfect your
camera and workspace

How to Disinfect Camera
Equipment and Spaces

Open your Camera app and point it steady towards the QR Code. Whenever scanning is enabled, a notification will appear. If nothing happens,
you may have to go to your Settings app and enable QR Code scanning.

